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a b s t r a c t

The dentistry literature shows consensus to use the Garvie and Nicholson equation modi-

fied by Toraya to quantify the Y-TZP phase transformation. However, this method does not

include the possibility of cubic phase transformation and crystallographic texture after

artificial ageing, and in this case, it is possible to observe errors of quantification.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate a dental Y-TZP ageing kinetic of phase

transformation under pressure and hydrothermal conditions (1308 C, 2 bar) and to compare

the methods of quantification by the equation of Garvie and Nicholson modified by Toraya

and the Rietveld refinement method.

Methods: Discs of Y-TZP (12 mm Ø � 1.2 mm in height) were divided into groups (n = 4)

according to the ageing times (in the range of 6 and 138 h). The superficial characterisation

was made using SEM and the XDR for crystallographic analysis.

Results: An aggressive superficial degradation process at the beginning of phase transfor-

mation in 6–10 h of ageing was observed by SEM. The phase transformation quantification

showed differences between the methods. It was observed the increase and stabilisation of

monoclinic phase until 80% at 40 h of ageing by the Garvie and Nicholson modified by Toraya

equation, compared to 60% of monoclinic phase and approximately 30% of cubic phase

observed by the Rietveld method.

Conclusion: The Toraya equation showed an overestimated result of monoclinic quantifica-

tion compared to the Rietveld method.

Clinical significance: The overestimated result of monoclinic phase could lead to different

interpretation about the dental Y-TZP ageing process.
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1. Introduction

The increased interest for dental aesthetic materials has led to

several studies using yttria-stabilised tetragonal zirconia

polycrystal (Y-TZP) in regard to its high fracture toughness,

high mechanical resistance, biocompatibility and low rate of

wear.1,2,3,4

Zirconia has a polymorphic crystal structure that can be

found in three principal allotropes: monoclinic (m), cubic (c),

and tetragonal (t). The monoclinic phase is stable at room

temperature until 1170 8C, after this temperature, until

2370 8C, it is found at the tetragonal form and after that it is

observed the cubic phase that is stable until its fusion. For

tetragonal phase stability at room temperature, 3% mol of

yttrium oxide it is added to zirconia.5,6 When a crack

starts in this material, grains of tetragonal zirconia

transform into monoclinic grains that have higher volume,

in this case it is observed a resistance that hampers the

crack propagation.4,7–9

Some problems related to premature Y-TZP degradation,

called as low-temperature degradation, was described in 1981

by Kobayashi et al.10, in femoral heads implants maintained in

temperatures between 100 8C and 500 8C,11,12 in contact with

water13 or corporeal fluids. This process is time dependent and

can lead to a superficial roughness where grains are detached

from the structure that can be associated with micro-cracks,14

generating a decrease of mechanical properties.15 Further-

more, when ceramics are submitted to mechanical load lower

than the critical level in humid atmosphere, as the oral

environment, it was observed that pre existent defects can

present a slow and stable growing. This phenomenon is

known as slow crack growth that can lead to a long-term

degradation.16 The microcracking caused by the degradation

may induce the slow crack growth that can lead to a

catastrophic failure of the material.17

The commercial dental Y-TZP has been the material

selected for aesthetic metal free restorations. However, there

is difficulty in finding standardisation for the ageing methods

studies in the dentistry field. Although there is plenty of

information about Y-TZP femoral heads ageing,18,19,20 and

some in vitro low-temperature degradation in dental Y-TZP

studies,21,22 only a few in vivo studies were performed

regarding the long-term survival of dental Y-TZP23,24 it is still

necessary to understand the in vivo ageing behaviour of a

dental Y-TZP.

The condition of load, sintering, composition and proces-

sing can be different between the femoral joints and dental Y-

TZP that can lead to different ageing behaviours. Furthermore,

all methods observed to quantify the amount of monoclinic

phase after ageing are based in two basic equations developed

by Garvie and Nicholson25 and Toraya et al.26 using the X-ray

diffraction analysis.

Garvie and Nicholson25 calculated the amount of mono-

clinic phase in powders using cubic (1 1 1) and monoclinic

(1 1 1), (�1 1 1) peaks. For this same purpose, Toraya et al.26

used intensities of tetragonal (1 0 1) and monoclinic (�1 1 1),

(1 1 1) reflections in mixed powders. The particles had

spherical shape and did not present significant preferred

orientation. An X-ray powder pattern fitting (refinement
method) was used to quantify the amount of monoclinic

phase. However, both the methods of quantification were

developed for powder materials that do not present preferred

orientation. Moreover, no calculation was made assuming

that the material could present the tetragonal, cubic and

monoclinic phase.26

Chevalier et al.27 described that, in ceramics, the tetragonal

phase transformation happens preferentially at the plane

(1 0 1)t and suggested that the preferential orientation occurs

after degradation due to the fact that the sample surface at the

beginning of the process presented a random distribution of

unit cells of tetragonal phase. However, when these cells

suffer a degradation process, the planes (1 0 1)t, parallel to

surface, transforms on the plane (�1 1 1)m, showing the

preferential orientation phase transformation with a higher

intensity compared to the peak (1 1 1)m. Hence the (1 0 1)t

peak decreases compared to the other tetragonal peaks.

Moreover, it was observed that studies of Y-TZP ageing, based

on the quantification of monoclinic phase through the Garvie

and Nicholson modified by Toraya equation (Toraya equation)

could lead to an overestimation of results.

The international organisation for standardisation (ISO)

13,356 for Y-TZP implants ageing is based on the studies of Y-

TZP femoral heads ageing performed by Chevalier et al.28

Chevalier et al.27 and Deville et al.29 using the water steam at

134 8C, 2 bar. Chevalier et al.28 affirm that the Y-TZP ageing

behaviour depends on the ceramic microstructure. Grain size

and the bulk density are factors that could lead to different

ageing results compared to ceramics having the same

chemical composition. Furthermore, the ceramic processing

method, such as cooling, machining, polishing, grinding and

the annealing can also lead to different ageing behaviour

associated with the residual stress.

In order to aggregate information necessary to the

knowledge of dental Y-TZP ageing behaviour, the aim of this

study was to evaluate the phase transformation of commercial

dental Y-TZP after ageing using different analysis methods.

Specifically, to determine the kinetic of phase transformation

after artificial ageing and to compare the methods of

quantification by the equation of Garvie and Nicholson

modified by Toraya26 and the Rietveld refinement method.30

To obtain information in regard to the type of nucleation and

grain formit was used in this study the kinetic model

developed by Melvin Avrami.

2. Materials and methods

Blocks of pre-sintered commercial dental Y-TZP (VITA In-

Ceram 2000 YZ CUBES 4019; VITA Zanhfabrik, Germany) were

machined and sectioned to roundedsamples (15 mm

Ø � 2 mm height). The samples were ground and polished

using sandpaper of 400, 600, 1200, 2400 and 3000 grits (Norton

Saint-Gobain, Brazil) and ultrasonically cleaned (Vitasonic –

VITA Zanhfabrik, Germany) in isopropyl alcohol for 15 min to

remove any SiC residues, followed by sintering at 1530 8C

during 120 min (Zyrcomat T; Vita Zahnfabrick, Germany).

After sintering process, for chemical composition analysis, the

samples were analyzed by energy dispersive X-ray spectros-

copy – EDS (EDX-720, Shimadzu, USA).



Table 1 – YZ chemical composition, corresponding to the
zirconia stabilisation with 3% mol of yttria.

Oxides Percentage (wt%) s.d.

ZrO2 92.922 0.080

Y2O3 5.381 0.017

HfO2 1.607 0.017
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To follow the kinetics of phase transformation of dental

Y-TZP, a hydrothermal pressurised reactor was used (4566

Minireactor, Parr Instrument, USA). The samples were

introduced in a recipient filled with ionised water and

heated for 138 h at 130 8C, 2.07 bar. To determine the amount

of formed monoclinic phase as a function of the ageing time

at constant temperature, four samples per time of ageing

were taken away progressively in accord with the time of

heating (Gc: no treatment, G6: 8; 10; 12; 14; 20; 30; 40; 48; 60;

84; 108 and 138 h).

The samples named Gc, G6, G8, G10, G12, G14, G20, G30, G40

were analyzed by SEM (Philips XL30, Philips, Netherlands),

high vacuum, 1 kV, WD 11.7 mm, in order to observe the

surface.

All the samples were submitted to X-ray diffraction

analysis (XDR) (X’pert Powder, PANalytical, Netherlands),

Cu-Ka (l = 0.154 nm), 45 kV, 40 mA. Scans were performed

from 208 to 808, step size of 0.028, 10 s per step.

The monoclinic phase was quantified by the Toraya

equation (Eqs. (1) and (2)) using the peaks at 288, 308

and 31.28 by two different methodologies: the first was

obtained using the intensity of the peak top (group 1) and

the second using the peak area (group 2). Both intensities

were obtained after the baseline subtraction.

Xm ¼
Imð�1 1 1Þ þ Imð1 1 1Þ

Imð1 1 1Þ þ Imð�1 1 1Þ þ Itð1 0 1Þ
(1)

where, Xm, monoclinic fraction; Im(�1 1 1) � 31.28, monoclinic

peak intesity (ZrO2); Im(1 1 1) � 308, monoclinic peak intesity

(ZrO2), It(1 0 1) � 288, tetragonal peak intesity (ZrO2), Fm, volu-

metric fraction of monoclinic phase.

Fm ¼
1:311Xm

1 þ 0:311Xm
(2)

All aged groups were analysed through the Rietveld

refinement method aiming the comparison of results of

monoclinic phase quantification between the traditional

Toraya equation and the Rietveld method using the

programme General Structure Analysis System (GSAS).

The crystal structure data (atom coordinates, thermal

parameters and unit cell parameters) were obtained from

the Inorganic Crystal Structure Data Base – ICSD. The

computation adjustments performed were the scale factors,

unit cell parameter, pattern background polynomial param-

eter, 2u-scale offset and peak profile functions (pseudo-Voigt

with asymmetry). Refinement trials of two types were

conducted, the first with random orientation and the

second with the spherical harmonic preferential orientation

(ODF).

To calculate the relationship between the ageing time and

amount of monoclinic phase it was used the Mehl-Avrami–

Johnson equation modified by Kolgomorow (Johnson–Mehl-

Avrami–Kolmogorow – JMAK) for values lower than 100% of

monoclinic saturation (Eq. (3)):

Vm ¼ Vm0 þ ðVmf � Vm0Þð1 � expð�btÞnÞ (3)

where, Vm0, level of initial monoclinic phase; Vmf, level

of monoclinic phase saturation; b, parameter dependent

of the rate of nucleation and monoclinic growth speed

parameter; n, Avrami exponent-type of spatial grain growth.
3. Results

The EDX analysis showed the presence of 92.92% of zirconium

oxide, 5.38% of ytrrium oxide and 1.6% of hafnium oxide

(Table 1).

SEM analysis of Y-TZP sintered sample (Gc) shows

regularity of the grains and visible contour (Fig. 1a). After

ageing treatment, SEM images showed an initial aggressive

process at the G6–G10 groups. It was observed the majority of

superficial grains suffering a disrupting process like a

pulverisation process with boundary grain distinctness lost

(Fig. 1b–d). With increasing of the ageing time, it was possible

to observe the improvement of the grains boundaries limits.

However, areas of pull out grains were observed (Fig. 1e–i).

According to the Toraya equation, it was observed the

progression of increase of the monoclinic peaks at 288 and

31.28 relatively to tetragonal peak at 308. The comparison with

Table 2 shows an accentuated increase at the peak (1 1 1)m in

relation to the peak (�1 1 1) with the increase of ageing time.

Besides, the relative peaks intensities also change for

tetragonal phase when compared to the isotropic diffraction

pattern presented in Table 2. After 30 h the (1 1 1)m and (1 0 1)t

peaks intensities are equivalent and after 40 h it is observed an

inversion of theses peaks (Fig. 2). The Fig. 3 shows the XRD

pattern with the deconvolution of the tetragonal, monoclinic

and cubic phase.

Through the Toraya equation the percentage of monoclinic

phase was determined using the two groups of data as

described above. This data was inserted at the Avrami

equation. The maximum rate of phase transformation was

around 80% for group 1 and 75% for group 2. The ‘‘n’’ values

were 0.97 and 0.66 for groups 1 and 2, respectively, are related

to the type of growth. These results suggested that the growth

occurred in one dimension. The constant speed was 0.0456 for

group 1 and 0.0764 for group 2 (Fig. 4a and b respectively).

With the increase of ageing time, it was observed an

enlargement at the tetragonal peak (1 0 1)t that suggested the

peak of tetragonal phase was overlapping the cubic phase

peak at the left side. The Toraya equation does not take this

fact in to account. The Rietveld method was conducted

considering the presence of three phases: monoclinic,

tetragonal and cubic and the phase percentage profile

obtained is presented in the Fig. 5. It was observed an

accentuated increase of monoclinic phase until 40 h and its

stabilisation in approximately 60% of transformed phase.

Using the Rietveld method it was also possible to calculate

the percentage of monoclinic phase and to employ the linear

Avrami equation. The results showed a saturation around 60%

of monoclinic phase and one dimension type of process

growth (n = 0.63). The speed constant was 0.077 (Fig. 4c).



Fig. 1 – SEM micrographs of Y-TZP samples of the control group and after ageing: (A) control group; (B) G6 hours; (C) G8 hours;

(D) G10 hours; (E) G12 hours; (F) G14 hours; (G) G20 hours; (H) G30 hours; (I) G40 hours.
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Table 2 – Relation of peaks and relative intensity extracted from the isotropic X-ray diffraction pattern.

Phase Peaks 2u (degrees) Relative intensity (%)

h k l

Tetragonal 1 0 1 30 99.9

Tetragonal 1 1 0 34.86 13.1

Monoclinic �1 1 1 28 100

Monoclinic 1 1 1 31.2 68
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4. Discussion

The EDS analysis showed that the Vita YZ sample presented

zirconium oxide, yttrium oxide and hafnium oxide (Table 1).

By the X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, Lorente et al.21 found
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Fig. 3 – XRD diffraction patterns with the deconvolution of

the tetragonal, monoclinic and cubic phase of the control

and aged groups.
the presence of the same elements at the Lava System and the

addition of alumina (0.42%) and silica (0.21%).

Deville et al.31 observed the influence of surface finish and

residual stresses on the ageing sensitivity of biomedical grade

zirconia and they observed that rough polishing produced a
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compressive surface stress layer that was beneficial for the

ageing resistance. In contrast, the smooth polishing procedure

produced preferential transformation nucleation around the

scratches. Based in this conclusions, the procedure adopted in

this paper did not included the polishing process with

diamond pastes after sintering to not add one more variable

at the ageing study.

Chevalier et al.28 and Deville et al.29 pointed out the

biomedical femur heads premature degradation problem

when sterilised in water steam, which is a requirement for

a surgical procedure. In dentistry, the dental prosthesis is not

sterilised before the clinical procedure. To accelerate the Y-

TZP ageing process in this study it was opted the use a

hydrothermal pressurised reactor that allowed submerging

the samples in ionised water during all ageing test that was

maintained at 130 8C (�2), 2.07 bar during 12 h.

The SEM results showed an initial aggressive process at the

G6–G10 groups, grains pull out and difficulty to observe the

boundary grain limit (Fig. 1b–d). The possible reason for this

abrupt process may be given by the fact that the surface

before ageing was stable and the grains were very well

organised spatially (Fig. 1a). With the volumetric grain

growth, related to the t–m phase transformation, there was

no free space for the grains to grow and reorganise, so

compressive forces started around the grains that culminated

in grain breaking process. This process, in this work, was

called as a surface pulverisation. This fact was observed by

SEM (Fig. 1b–d). Furthermore, with the increase of ageing

time, an improvement was observed at the distinctness of

grains boundary limits (Fig. 1e–i). Probably the presence of

surface pores permitted the grain growth and self-accommo-

dation. Associated with this fact, the increase of the water

temperature could lead to a heat treatment of the surface that

causes a better visibility of the grain boundary with the

increase of ageing time. Through the obtained diffracto-

grams, it was verified that the relative intensities of the peaks

diffraction did not follow the isotropic X-ray diffraction

pattern for both phases. This indicates preferential crystallo-

graphic transformation of tetragonal to monoclinic phase

(Fig. 2 and Table 2). This phenomenon can be attributed to

martensitic phase transformation process which occurs with

a shear of the superficial plane with the subjacent plane

generating a new phase. Moreover, Chevalier et al.27 de-

scribed that the tetragonal phase transformation happens

preferentially at the plane (1 0 1)t. In this way, this work

suggests that the preferential orientation is given to the fact

that the sample surface presented aleatory disposed unit cells

of tetragonal phase. However, when these cells suffer a one

dimension degradation process, the planes (1 0 1)t parallel to

surface transforms on the plane (�1 1 1)m, showing the

preferential orientation phase transformation with a higher

intensity compared to the peak (1 1 1)m. Hence the (1 0 1)t

peak decreases, compared to the other tetragonal peaks.

Using the Eqs. (1) and (2), it was possible to observe that the

monoclinic transformation for sample aged for 40 h was 80%

or 75% depending on the methodology of data collection.

However, preferential orientation associated to the fact that

only 3 peaks are used to calculate the amount of monoclinic

phase, leads an error of phase quantification that over-

estimated the amount of monoclinic transformed phase.
To compare the data obtained through the Toraya

equation, the quantification of phases were made through

the Rietveld method. It was observed an enlargement of the

(1 0 1)t peak that increased with the ageing time, that

suggested a tetragonal and cubic peaks overlap. The Garvie

and Nicholson equation does not consider any cubic phase.

Through the Rietveld method it is possible to calculate the

amount of phase using the whole diffraction pattern that gives

more precise data.30 The overlapping peaks problem was

minimised permitting the maximum extraction of the

patterns data (Fig. 3). Through the refined patterns, 60% of

monoclinic phase was observed in 40 ageing hours (Fig. 5). The

results contrast with 80% or 75% of monoclinic phase observed

by the Toraya equation, with a difference of 20% or 15% (Fig. 4a

and b). Lorente et al.21 used the Rietveld method to quantify

the monoclinic phase transformation at the higher ageing

time (168 h) and observed the presence of cubic phase.

Chevalier et al.27 concluded that none of his group experi-

ments led to 100% of monoclinic phase after ageing, even in

prolonged times. After observing the peaks overlap, it was

possible to quantify the amount of cubic and tetragonal phase

through the Rietveld method, the increase of the cell

parameter of the cubic phase with the increase of the amount

of monoclinic phase and decrease of tetragonal phase was

observed (Fig. 4c). The enlargement of the cubic peak after

ageing was attributed to the higher amount of yttrium at the

cubic phase. The higher amount of yttrium at the cubic lattice

increased the cell parameter of the cubic phase promoting a

visible enlargement at the (1 1 1) cubic peak as shown in Fig. 3.

According with Matsui et al.32 during the Y-TZP sintering from

1100 8C to 1700 8C it is possible to observe the segregation of

yttrium content around the tetragonal grains. The higher

amount of yttrium could explain the increase of the cubic cell

parameter observed in this study.

It was difficult to compare the kinetic curve of phase

transformation on this work with other studies. Primarily, by

the preferential orientation that was presented at the YZ (Vita)

after ageing, resulting in overestimated monoclinic phase

results by the Toraya equation and for the fact that this

equation does not include the presence of cubic phase that

was shown through the diffraction pattern obtained in this

work. Even with the Toraya equation, the results of monoclinic

phase transformation stabilisation of a dental Y-TZP (around

80%) were lower than the results found by Chevalier et al.28 at

130 8C in orthopaedics Y-TZP (around 90%). A higher dental Y-

TZP ageing resistance was also related by Lorente et al.21 in

samples produced by ageing at 140 8C in water steam at

atmospheric pressure, and the author reported a monoclinic

phase saturation of 68% calculated by Toraya equation and a

saturation of 48% calculated by Rietveld methods.

The MAJ (Avrami) equation is used when the saturation of

monoclinic phase is close to 100%, as used by Chevalier et al.28

However, in this study it was observed the maximum of 80% of

monoclinic phase by the Garvie and Nicholson equation

modified by Toraya, and 60% of monoclinic phase saturation

identified by the Rietveld method. Therefore, it was necessary

to use the MAJ equation modified by Kolmogorow (JMAK). The

results obtained by the Toraya equation and the Rietveld

method presented the ‘‘n’’ value lower than 1 (n < 1),

suggesting that the process growth occurs in one dimension.
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These data are different than the results found by Chevalier

et al.28, which ‘‘n’’ value was 3.6 for the orthopaedics Y-TZP,

indicating the three dimension grain growth. However, the

higher values of monoclinic saturation found by Chevalier

et al.28 in orthopaedic Y-TZP after ageing, compared to the

nanometric structure obtained in this work, could be a

consequence of the differences of structure, processing method

and the grain size. But the main source of the differences among

the results came from the phase quantification methodology.

Using the same data, but different methodologies leads up to

20% of monoclinic saturation differences.

Due to the characteristic type of phase transformation

occurred in the planes shear (martensitic transformation),

inducing preferred orientation of crystalline planes, the

Toraya equation could lead to an overestimated value of

monoclinic phase saturation. Despite the difficulty of the

Rietveld method, the graphs refinement and obtained phase

quantification using more peak areas, this calculation is

extremely indicated to a higher quantification precision.

5. Conclusion

Through the methodology used at this present study and the

obtained results, it was possible to conclude that the ageing

procedure using a hydrothermal pressurised reactor allowed

the kinetic study of phase transformation and gave aging

results for dental Y-TZP. The dental Y-TZP kinetic curve of

transformation presented lower levels of monoclinic phase

compared with the literature values for orthopaedics Y-TZP.

The Rietveld method indicated lower amount of monoclinic

phase compared to the Garvie and Nicholson equation

modified by Toraya due to the fact of the preferential

orientation observed and the insertion of cubic phase.

Therefore, the Rietveld method is indicated. The aged groups

presented a maximum saturation of monoclinic phase of 80%

through the Garvie and Nicholson equation modified by

Toraya, compared to 60% through the Rietveld method.
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